Introduction
Let J be the variety of all semigroups, 3C be the variety of all oommutatlve semigroups and ^ be the variety of all group«.
The tensor product in the class Ot have been defined by T. Head [l2]» The first properties of this tensor product have been investigated in a series of papers [3, 6 ,12]« The tensor product in the class 3 have been defined by P.A.Grillet In this paper we will interested in relation between the tensor produots in 0C t g> and 7 and similarities and differences of properties of tensor produots in 0 and It . Definition 1. Let A,B e T and T be a variety of algebras* Let A*B be the Cartesian product of A and B, An algebra is oalled a tensor produot of A and B in T if there is a bihoaouorphisa cos A*B--S, such that S is generated co( A x B) and for any CeT and a bihomomorphism fiikx B-«»C there exists a homomorphiso a : S--C, such that Thls papar is baseá on the lectora presentad'at the Conferenoe on Universal Algebra held at the Pedagc«.ical Universlty in Opole (Jarnoltówek), May 23-25, 1985.
The tensor product of A in B in 01 we will oall c-tensor product and wa will denote it A & B. The image of fa,b)e A*B under co : A * B --A ® e B we will write as a «f b.
The tensor product of groups A and B in f we will denote as A ® ff B.
By the Definition 1 follows next theorem in 0 i Theorem 1 ( [5] )s For any A,B &0 the semigroup A ® B = (A*B)*/r, where (A * B)* is a free semigroup on A * B and t is the smallest oongruenoe over the relation rQ> whioh is defined on (A * B)* in this way:
For any a,c e. A, b,d e B the conditions:
hold. The oongruenoe r will be oalled the tensor congruence (on (A*B)*). The olass of r whioh contains the element (a1,b1)... 
Somej properties of ® and ® c
The funo tors ® c on Ot and ® on 0 have interesting properties. Ve. will mention to some of their. Let us remark that In most of papers about tensor prodaots of semigroup« have been studied the o-tensor produot. The tensor produot in 0 have been studied only in £5,9,10,11, 25, 26] . In the Seferenoes is given the most of papers about tensor products of semigroups. 
-

Theorem 7 ( [10]
)s Let S be a semigroup, p p oard(S-S )>1 and there exists for every x,yeS-S , x 4 y, a natural number neN, n>1, such that (xy) n 4 x 11^11 . Then S is not a tensor product of semigroups.
By [10] from Theorem 7 follows that there exist infinitely many semigroups, finite and infinite, which are not tensor products ® of semigroups. For example, any free semigroup X*, where cardX>1, is not a tensor product of semigroups.
Finite semigroups, which are not a tensor product of semigroups, we can construct in this way:
Let X*be a free semigroup, 1 -c cardX< oo and J be a ideal of all words of X*the lenghlt of whioh is greater then a fixed natural number k, Then the Rees factor semigroup X*/J is not a tensor product of semigroups* There exist olasses of semigroups whioh are a tensor product of semigroups. Theorem 8 ( [10] ): Every H-semigroup is a tensor product of some semigroups.
Beoause any commutative semigroup is an N-semigroup, then the class of all oommutative semigroups is obtain in the codoaain of ® .
It is not known any necessary and sufficient condition for the fact, if a semigroup is an element of the oodomain of ® .
In this point of view the situation is simply for o-tensor product of commutative semigroups. Theorem 7' (£l0])$ Every oommutative semigroup is a c-tensor product of some commutative semigroups.
3. Classes of the tensor congruence Some investigations of tensor products of semigroups given the question, when are two elements of a tensor product of semigroups different. Some results of this problem in J and DZ is given i [9, 10] . In the speoial oase we can take X equal of an; group or a bioyolio semigroup.
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